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What are the EMR companies?
The Government’s Electricity Market Reform programme is aimed at
attracting up to £100bn investment needed to transform the sector.

EMR includes:
•

•

Contracts for Difference (CFD)
scheme to support investment in
new low carbon generation
(replacing the existing Renewables
Obligation) and

Capacity Market scheme to
facilitate security of supply.

DECC created two companies to help
deliver these schemes:

•

Low Carbon Contracts Company
Ltd (LCCC)
and

•

Electricity Settlements Company
Ltd (ESC)

Roles and Responsibilities under the CFD scheme
DECC
sets policy, auction rules, terms, key parameters (e.g. budget, qualification criteria etc) and the operational costs levy
rate for the Low Carbon Contracts Company

Ofgem
National Grid
(EMR Delivery Body)
runs application and allocation
processes, and provides analysis
to support the setting of strike
prices

Ensures Delivery
Body activities
are efficient, cost
effectively and
timely, and
determines
eligibility
disputes

Low Carbon Contracts Company
is the CFD Counterparty, managing contracts and the
Supplier Obligation that funds CFD payments

EMR Settlement Ltd

Other Outsourced
Delivery

manages settlement operations on
LCCC’s behalf

e.g. meter
verification and
fuel monitoring

About LCCC
Low Carbon Contracts Company is a government-owned
company established to be the independent counterparty to
private law contracts known as “EMR CFDs”.

LCCC is also committed to working in partnership with EMR
delivery partners and industry to oversee the delivery of the
end-to-end CFD scheme, facilitating:
- Delivery Partner Cooperation and
- Industry Readiness
LCCC also runs Capacity Market settlement operations on
behalf of the Electricity Settlements Company.

CFD
Counterparty

CFD
Implementation
Coordinator

Service
provider to
ESC
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CFD Counterparty role
Signing and
managing the lifecycle of CFDs and
Investment
Contracts
Managing settlement
process including
collecting payments
from Suppliers to
pass on to
Generators and viceversa when required.

Forecasting CFD
payments, and
setting Supplier
Obligation interim
rate and reserve

Established as an
independent
counterparty to
increase investor
confidence in
CFDs

LCCC’s Guiding Principle is to maintain investor confidence in
the CFD scheme and minimise costs to consumers

Our CFD experience to date
LCCC is managing CFDs relating to
projects that are planning to deliver
over 5.5GW additional low carbon
capacity by 2020, equivalent to
almost 7% of current total installed
electricity capacity in the UK.
•

29 contracts were offered & 27 were
signed

•

Mix of technologies & clear industry
appetite

•

Successful Initial Conditions
Precedent process with lessons
learned

CFDs by technology

•

CFD holders on way to meeting their Milestone Requirements by the Milestone Delivery Date

•

2 Investment Contracts (earlier form of CFD) have already successfully met their Milestone Requirements on
time – others are scheduled to follow later this year or early 2016

Annual Reports Published 6 August

Our Corporate Reports
include a helpful
overview of company
objectives, activities &
achievements in their first
year of operations
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New website
www.lowcarboncontracts.uk

- Includes all materials to help Suppliers
understand their obligations under EMR
- CFD generation information in CFD Register
- Forecasting information & Transparency Tool
- Supplier FAQs
- Event information & booking

Event Booking

LCCC Perception Study
Key Statistics
•
•
•
•
•

LCCC conducted an independent snapshot stakeholder analysis in the Spring of 2015
Bell Pottinger surveyed a wide range of stakeholder groups
Positive feedback but we are on a learning curve
Strong need for Delivery Bodies to better communicate who is responsible for what
LCCC employees seen as ‘excellent’, ‘knowledgeable’ and ‘great to work with’

NB The above table draws together a number of similar opinions within and across stakeholder groups.

EMR Forward Look

Matthew Johnson & Nick Skates
12 August 2015

Supplier
Timeline
CFD

Now

30
Sept

• CFD operational costs collected
• CFD SO levy set to zero (as no CFD generation payments required yet)

• CFD SO levy set for Q1 2016 and 15-month forecast provided
• LCCC approval of “relevant arrangements” for suppliers to implement EIIs exemption

• CFD SO levy set for Q2 2016 and 15-month forecast updated
31
Dec

Q1
2016

Q2
2016

Q3
2016

• First biomass payments expected
• Green Excluded Electricity exemption applies once CFD payments start
• CFD SO levy set for Q3 2016 and 15-month forecast updated (by 31 March)
• First solar PV payments expected
• Negative pricing provisions apply
• Implementation of Northern Ireland settlement system begins (if required)
• CFD SO levy set for Q4 2016 and 15-month forecast updated (by 30 June)
• SO Forecasting Model changes to accommodate Northern Ireland (if required)
• CFD SO levy set for Q1 2017 and 15-month forecast updated (by 30 Sept)
• CFD SO levy set for Q2 2017 and 15-month forecast updated (by 31 Dec)

Q4
2016

Q1
2017

• First onshore and offshore wind payments expected
• CFD SO levy set for Q3 2017 and 15-month forecast updated (by 31 March)

Supplier
Timeline
CM

• CM settlement Costs collected
Now

Q2
2016

• Suppliers to provide forecast volumes of demand for winter peak periods for 1st Transitional Arrangement
delivery year. To be provided by June 1st 2016.

• Suppliers to lodge Credit Cover for 1st Transitional Arrangement delivery year Supplier Charge
Q3
2016
• First CM TA Supplier Charge for 1st Transitional Arrangement delivery year
Q4
2016
• CM TA Supplier Charge for 2nd Transitional Arrangement delivery year
Q4
2017

Q4
2018

Q4
2019

• CM Supplier Charge for 2017 T-1 and 2014 T-4 auction (49.26GW at £19.40 per KW circa £1bn) delivery
year

• CM Supplier Charge for 2018 T-1 auction and 2015 T-4 auction (plus any 2014 T-4 agreements that are still
effective)

• CM Supplier Charge continues based on level of purchased capacity
Q4
2020
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Forecasting Updates

Andrew Miller
12 August 2015
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Introduction: Meet the team
Andrew Miller
Supplier Levy Lead and Head of Forecasting
- Over 20 years industry experience
- MSc in Renewables & PhD in Plasma Physics

Harold Anuta

Forecasting Analyst
- PhD Candidate in Energy Storage
- Previous roles include consultancy work and research
- Focusing on SOFM Operations

Emily Lewis
Forecasting Analyst
- Economics and Statistics Background with an MSc in Finance
- Previous roles have included both quantitative and commercial skills
- Focusing on the Transparency Tool

Introduction: Overview of Supplier Obligations


Contracts for Difference are a key part of Electricity Market Reform designed to support low
carbon generation



Paid for by a levy on suppliers



Based on initial payments (reserve and interim rate) and later reconciliations



Rate set quarterly, 3 months in advance, with ability for LCCC to raise in period adjustments if
required
Supplier payments:
Interim levy rate &
Reserve payments
Supplier levy
reconciliation



LCCC

Credit requirements (cash or letter of credit)

Payments to generators with CfDs
Note in some cases
generators pay us

Recap: Role of forecasting
1.

Regulations require we set an Interim Levy Rate and
Total Reserve Amount each quarter, at a level giving a
19 in 20 confidence that LCCC will have sufficient money
to pay

2.

Regulations therefore imply we must make probabilistic
forecasts taking into account the uncertainties regarding
CfD payments

3.

Also need to take into account the flow of cash
considering the payment timing

4.

We need to continually reforecast within period to
check we are still likely to be able to pay

Levy setting

Cash monitoring

Advanced warning
5.

We also plan to produce longer term forecasts to give
suppliers a longer term view of likely obligations in
future quarters
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Main drivers of uncertainty



How we deal with uncertainty



Process



Forecasting



The reserve

3.
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SO: What are the main drivers of uncertainty?
𝑆𝑂 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑦(£/𝑀𝑊ℎ) =

(𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒(£/𝑀𝑊ℎ) −𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 £/𝑀𝑊ℎ ) ∗ 𝐺𝑒𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑀𝑊ℎ)
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐸𝑙𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑(𝑀𝑊ℎ)

Market reference prices:
1.
Baseload (eg biomass)
2.
Intermittent (eg wind or solar)
both dependent on market prices

Generation
1.
Wind – very uncertain day to day
2.
Solar – uncertain hour to hour
3.
Biomass – reasonably certain unless there is an
unplanned outage

Levy rate: Dealing with uncertainty
Market reference prices
• Spectron* power prices
• Industry standard volatility model

Wind generation
• Sampled from historic wind speeds
• Use NASA MERRA** data set for UK

Solar data
• Sampled from historic sunshine hours
• Use met office data from across UK
*Spectron is a leading commodities broker and has a leading
position in GB power market

** The MERRA data includes worldwide wind speeds
at defined longitude latitude and height and is made
available free of charge by NASA

All input into
Supplier
Obligation
Forecasting
Model (SOFM)
Montecarlo***
Simulation
Model
Typically run
with 500010000
simulations

*** Montecarlo simulation is a standard
industry approach to assessing the
impact of uncertainty

SO: process for setting rate/reserve
An overview of the levy rate/reserve setting process
Forecast for ILR
and TRA

ILR and TRA recommends

Start of 3rd month in quarter
(Dec/Mar/June/Sept)

Board approves

ILR and TRA sent to
EMRS

Notices to suppliers
By end of Dec/Mar/June/Sept

EMRS calculates
Reserve share
ILR and supplier reserve
LCCC will updated the
transparency tool and may well
also issue a supplier briefing at
this time

SO: what factors influence the reserve?
The reserve calculation is complex with several drivers

Uncertainty
Generation
(availability and
wind/solar), and
price volatility

The quarter being set
Cash-flow timing
Either have two
or five months of Cash coming in
traded market
from previous
data for setting
levy period will
BMRP, according help to reduce the
to season
reserve
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How to access



Demo of current tool



Sneak preview of forthcoming changes

Longer term forecasting

Transparency Tool: How to access

Register for LCCC website
as supplier

Log on and click link to
transparency tool
Read and accept the
conditions of use

Transparency Tool: Demo

Transparency tool: sneak preview
1.

2.

Adding in data download (see the data displayed in the graphs)

Reconciled Daily Levy Rates quarterly in arrears
 Useful for large consumers who have pass-through arrangements

3. Forecasts out to 15 Months
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Longer term forecasting (going out 15 months)


CFD Register + CFD projects awaiting State Aid approval



The principles of the forecasts



The published forecasts



Description of the cases



Longer term

CFD Register and projects awaiting approval
Current forecasting challenge: start date uncertainty
Investment
Contracts yet to
receive State Aid
approval

Auction Round
contracts
Investment Contracts with
State Aid approval

Biomass conversion plant not in
public CFD Register and subject to
significant uncertainty over timing

In public CFD Register
https://lowcarboncontracts.uk/cfds
Some uncertainty over timing –
Target Commissioning Window
typically 6-12 months

Target Commissioning Window (TCW) – date range within which generator expects to start
Target Commissioning Date (TCD) – generator’s best estimate of start date (at the point of entering the
auction)

Why should LCCC publish longer term forecasts in the
face of so much uncertainty?
LCCC is intending to publish forecasts going out 15 months (rate and
reserve) but with caveats to deal with this uncertainty
Significant uncertainty over a
number of assumptions such as
start dates causing variability in
forecasts

Suppliers have requested
LCCC has SOFM

Forecasting: principles
We will publish a base case and sensitivity cases to provide suppliers with
a better view of the start date uncertainties
1.

Use data from the Public CFD Register as a starting point

2.

Dialogue with generators subject to State Aid clearance

3.

Publish forecasts out to 15 months

4.

Forecast only for known CFD generators

5.

Attempt to replicate the level of uncertainty we would expect to face when
performing levy setting runs

Forecasting: how to mimic reference price uncertainty
Market price is also a major driver of uncertainty:
Example: how to forecast for the quarter April-June 2016
Market price kept constant
between date of forecast and
the stochastic start date

After stochastic start date it
follows industry standard
volatility model

During the quarter itself
the IMRP continues to be
modelled stochastically
IMRP based off day-ahead
prices

Price summer 16 forwards
“Reference period over which BMRP set

Quarter being forecast is 1 April –
30 June 2016

30 June 16

Note the ILR from the
quarter 1 Jan -31 Mar
2016 is used in
forecasting the TRA for
1 Apr-30 June 16

1 Apr 16

1 Jan 16

1 Dec 15

1 Oct t 15

,
eg 1 Sept 15
Date of f/c

1 Dec 15 Stochastic start
date is four months
prior to start of quarter

Quarter for which levy rate set
1 Jan – 31 Mar 2016

Forecasting: potential base case/scenarios
This approach is essential because LCCC has no privileged knowledge of when State
Aid might be forthcoming for the two biomass conversion projects
All cases:
 Two solar generators start on their TCDs
 One of the two biomass conversion projects will not generate during the 15 month forecast period.
Base case:
 The other biomass conversion starts generating on its TCD
Low Case:
 No biomass conversion generation is included in the forecast
High Case:
 State Aid clearance for the two biomass conversion projects is received such that one of the two
projects is able to generate as early as 7 December 2015
 Significance of 7 December 2015 is that generation from that date would be paid in the Quarterly
Obligation Period Jan-Mar 2016

Forecasting: longer term
We are looking for feedback on how best to present the forecasts in future
1.

2.

3.

4.

Intended forecasting refresh policy


intend to refresh forecasts quarterly in line with setting the rate and reserve
for a new quarterly obligation period



(or if we issue in In Period Adjustment)

Looking for feedback on how we present the forecasts and modelling approach


SOFM Transparency Expert Group 10 September



Review of the modelling – SOFM Modelling Expert Group 7 October

Have previously considered longer term forecasts


Issues associated with uncertain future allocation rounds or bilateral
contracts – not able to second guess these



Note there a number of consultancies in marketplace offering views

Also looking for feedback on other transparency or modelling issues

EII Excluded Electricity
Rob Davis, Nick Skates & Lawrence Jones
12 August 2015

EII CfD Exemption Update
LCCC & EMRS Supplier event
12 August 2015

Background

• 2011 Autumn Statement Chancellor announced Government
intends to reduce impact of Government policy on electricity costs
for most electricity intensive industries.
• Coalition Government published consultation on eligibility for
exemption from CfD costs on 31 July 2014.

• DECC consultation on draft regulations published in Sept 2014.
• Responses to both consultations published in Jan 2015.
• Regulations came into force in April 2015.

To do
• BIS to make outstanding policy decisions regarding eligibility.
• Feed into DECC consultation on amendments to CfD regulations.
• Gain State Aid approval from the Commission.
• BIS/LCCC/EMRS agree operational arrangements with regards to
exemption certificates.
• Publish application proforma and EII guidance.

State Aid Approval

• European Commission currently considering our state aid case.
• Pre-notification process could be completed by end of Sept.

• Formal notification that follows will take at least 2 months, once
submitted.
• However, no fixed timescale for approval process.

Amendments to CfD regulations

• DECC are due to publish consultation on amendments to CfD
regulations in mid Sept.
• Will include amendments to the CfD exemption regulations.
• Amended legislation should be laid in Jan 2016.

Provisional Timetable
Aug/Sept
Outstanding policy decisions.
CfD regulations consultation published.
State Aid pre-notification process completed.

Oct/Nov
Final State Aid notification submitted.
Consultation closes.

Dec
State Aid approval.
Publish application proforma & EII guidance.

Jan-Mar
Publish Govt response to consultation & lay legislation.
Begin issuing CfD exemption certificates to EIIs.

Scheme Eligibility
• A sector-level test - To focus the support at the most trade and
electricity-intensive sectors.
4% trade intensity
7% electricity intensity

• A business-level test - To ensure that as part of any application we are
providing support to the most electricity-intensive businesses within the
eligible sectors.
20% electricity intensity

How will the exemption work?
•

EII applies to BIS for exemption certificate.

•

If eligible, BIS issues certificate (for each eligible meter).

•

EII informs supplier so arrangements can be put in place with EMRS
(on behalf of LCCC) to identify exempt electricity and carry out
settlement.

•

BIS also issues copy of certificate to LCCC and BSC Company.

•

LCCC update formula used to calculate a supplier’s supplier
obligation liability, ensuring charges are only levied on the nonexempt electricity supplied.

EII Excluded Electricity
Nick Skates
12 August 2015

‘Relevant Arrangements’
•

LCCC (as the designated CFD counterparty) must, by 30 September 2015,
approve arrangements (‘relevant arrangements’) which it considers will
enable the provision of information to it about the amount of electricity
measured by meters in respect of which EII certificates are in force.

•

The relevant arrangements apply to licensed electricity suppliers in GB and
allow LCCC to identify the volume of electricity supplied to an EII in
performing certain ‘specified activities’. This, in turn, enables LCCC to
exempt a percentage of the volume of electricity supplied to the EII from the
costs associated with Contracts for Difference.

Registered meters
•

The BSC provides two different systems in which Suppliers can register meters:
•
•

•

Central Meter Registration Service (CMRS) - typically used for transmissionconnected sites;
Supplier Meter Registration Service (SMRS) - typically used for distributionconnected sites.
The relevant arrangements depend upon which of these registration systems
has been used to register the meters to which the EII certificate relates.

CMRS-registered meters
• Suppliers with EII customers with meters registered in CMRS must provide their
EII customer with the details the customer requires for its EII application.
• Any Supplier with meters registered in CMRS is required by the BSC to register
BM Units (BMUs) and allocate the relevant meters to those BMUs to allow
metered volumes associated with its customers to be accurately captured.
• BSC was amended to ensure that BMUs capture metered volumes of meters with
an EII certificate separately to those that do not have an EII certificate. The
Supplier would also need to update its BSC Aggregation Rules, and any Metered
Volume Reallocation Notifications (MVRN) that are in place.
• Suppliers may be contacted by EMRS to confirm and discuss the metering set-up
and EMR Aggregation Rules for CFD.

SMRS-registered meters
• Suppliers with EII customers with meters registered in CMRS must provide their
EII customer with the details the customer requires for its EII application, such as
MSID and historic metered data.
• When notified by your EII customer that it holds a valid EII certificate, suppliers
must instruct their HHDA to send Half Hourly (distribution loss adjusted) metered
data to EMRS, in accordance with BSCP503 s.3.6.
• Suppliers must notify EMRS of the confirmation details from the HHDA that it will
submit the metered data (equivalent to D0355 data items) to comply with
BSCP503 s.3.6.5.
• Suppliers may also wish to note that they may be contacted by EMRS to confirm
and agree Aggregation Rules.

Timing of exemption
• An EII certificate will come into force on the day after the day on which it is
issued or, where there is already a certificate in force in relation to that meter, on
1 April in the financial year following the one in which the certificate is issued.
• Suppliers are not able to ‘backdate’ or claim the exemption retrospectively. The
exemption can only be claimed by the EII’s supplier if, at the time of supply, an EII
certificate is in force and ‘relevant arrangements’ are in place to enable the LCCC
to identify the volume of electricity supplied to the EII.
• For meters registered in CMRS, the exemption is applied from the date the
relevant BM Unit is compliant with the BSC, or the day the EII certificate came
into force, whichever is the later.
• For meters registered in SMRS, the exemption is applied from the day the HHDA
accepts its supplier’s instruction (the date the D0355 is sent), or the day the EII
certificate came into force, whichever is the later.

Review of relevant arrangements
•

LCCC must keep the relevant arrangements under review.

•

Welcome feedback on the effectiveness of the relevant
arrangements. Comments should be sent to:
info@lowcarboncontracts.uk

•

Any queries on the relevant arrangements should also be sent to
info@lowcarboncontracts.uk

What involvement does
EMRS have with Energy
Intensive Industries
(EII’s)?
Lawrence Jones

What is our involvement with EII’s?
EMRS updates
Supplier’s EMR
Aggregation Rule to
apply EII Exemption

Backing data reflects
the EII Exemption
Chargeable Demand
EII Excluded Demand

No impact to
Supplier’s invoices

■ EMR Aggregation Rules process
is detailed in WP25 – EMR
Aggregation Rules
https://emrsettlement.co.uk/public
ations/working-practices/
■ Changes made to the CFD
Supplier Invoice Backing Data
(D0362), includes:

– updates to data items and
descriptions
■ Change Proposal DTC CP 3458,
implementation date:
– Thursday 5 November 15

When will EMR Aggregation Rules be updated for EII?

Issuing of EII Certificate.

Change of Supplier with EII.

Apply the exemption

Apply the exemption to the
new Supplier and end the
exemption for the old Supplier

Expiry of an EII Certificate.

Revocation of an EII
Certificate.

End the exemption for the
Supplier

End the exemption for the
Supplier

Proportion change to the EII.
Adjust the exemption for the
Supplier

Example of EII timeline (SMRS)
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

•BIS issues EII certificate to EII

•EII notifies its Supplier that it possesses an EII certificate

•Supplier instructs HHDA to send metered data to EMRS (must do so within 30 days of notification)

•HHDA accepts instruction from Supplier and flags relevant MPANs in its systems

•Supplier provides details of EMR Reporting Confirmation (equivalent of D0355) to EMRS

•EMRS applies the exemption from the day the HHDA accepts its supplier's instruction (step 4) , or the
Step 6 effective from date (EFD) of the EII Certificate, or the EFD of the D0355, whichever is the later.

Step 7

Step 8

•HHDA submits HH Metered Data to EMRS (in accordance with BSC Settlement Calendar)

•EMRS performs CFD calculations and issues invoices in accordance with EMR Settlement Calendar

What do Supplier’s need to tell EMRS?

Supplier

•
•
•
•
•

Date EMR Reporting
Confirmation
(D0355) sent
MPAN Core (J0003)
EFD (J1869)
ETD (J1870)
No information
needed for CMRS

EMRS

•

Relevant
Arrangements are in
place

•

EFD / ETD for EMR
Aggregation Rules
applied

CFD Supplier
Invoice Backing
Data

Example of EII timeline (CMRS)

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

•BIS issues EII certificate to EII

•EII notifies its Supplier that it possesses an EII certificate

•Exemption applied from date the relevant BMU is compliant with the BSC
•Assumption that the relevant arrangements are in place once the BMU on the EII Certificate is
registered

•EMRS performs CFD calculations and issues invoices in accordance with EMR Settlement Calendar

More information
■ BSCP503 – Half Hourly Data Aggregation for SVA Metering
Systems Registration in SMRS
– https://www.elexon.co.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2015/06/BSCP503_v16.0.pdf
■ FAQS: HHDA Metering Solution for EMR
– https://www.elexon.co.uk/bsc-related-documents/bsc-guidancenotes/
■ WP25 - EMR Aggregations Rules
– https://emrsettlement.co.uk/publications/working-practices/
■ Guidance on EII excluded electricity – Relevant Arrangements
– https://lowcarboncontracts.uk/publications

An Update on
EMRS Settlement Activities
12 August 2015

What will we cover?

Update on EMRS Activities
What have we performed?
Update on Direct Debit and Data Transfer Network (DTN)
Our role in Green Excluded Electricity

New guidance published - Calculation of Supplier Demand for EMR Charging

What is coming up that we’ll be interacting with you on?

What have we performed?
■ We’ve been providing settlement services for five months and
invoiced the following to Suppliers:

■ CFD Operational Cost Levy
Payment 2014-15

■ CM Settlement Costs Levy
Payment 2014-15

■ Daily CFD Operational Cost Levy
Payments for 2015-16

■ Monthly CM Settlement Costs
Levy Payments 2015-16

■ CFD Quarterly Reconciliation

■ CM Settlement Costs Levy
Refund Credit Note 2014-15

■ Repayment of CFD Operational
Costs for 2014-15

Update on Direct Debit and Data Transfer Network (DTN)
■ Data Transfer Network (DTN)
– We are working towards
providing backing data to
Suppliers via the DTN as part of
the October 2015 Release
– We’ll be contacting all those
Suppliers who selected to
receive backing data via the
DTN interface

■ Payment by Direct Debit
– Work is ongoing towards
providing Direct Debit payment
option
– We’ll communicate further
details (e.g. go-live date) once
available

– Also, seeking if those Suppliers
would wish to be involved in
participating in testing
These are priority activities for EMRS

What is our role with
Green Excluded
Electricity?
Lawrence Jones

What is our role with Green Excluded Electricity?

EMRS adjusts
Supplier’s
market share
Backing data
reflects the Green
Excluded
Electricity

No impact to
Suppliers invoices

■ That amount will be exempt from
a Supplier’s CFD period
contribution
■ Adjusting electricity Supplier’s
market share in the quarterly
reconciliation for any eligible
imported renewable electricity
supplied during that quarter

■ Changes made to the CFD
Supplier Invoice Backing Data
(D0362) to include new data
items
■ Change Proposal DTC CP 3458,
implementation date:
– Thursday 5 November 15

Example of Green Excluded Electricity timeline
2015
Oct
Quarterly
Obligation
Period
6 month
application
window
Validation,
Determination
and
Notification
Relevant
Reconciliation
Run

Exemption
applies

Nov

2016
Dec

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

2017
Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

More information
■ LCCC - Guidance on ‘Green Excluded Electricity’
– https://lowcarboncontracts.uk/sites/default/files/publications/20150
327_-_guidance_-_green_excluded_electricity.pdf
■ Ofgem - Renewable Energy Guarantees of Origin (REGO)
– https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/environmental-programmes/renewableenergy-guarantees-origin-rego

New Guidance Published

Calculation of Supplier Demand for EMR Charging
■ What data is used to perform
the calculations for CFD and CM
charging?
■ How is Supplier’s demand
calculated for CFD and CM
charging?
■ Which BM Units are used in the
calculations?
■ How Suppliers can verify their
calculation of Gross Demand
and Net Demand?
■ An example to illustrate how
these calculations are
performed?

Calculation of Supplier Demand for EMR Charging

(2)

■ We’d welcome Suppliers’ feedback on this guidance document.
– What you liked and found most useful?
– What could be improved?
– Any additional comments?
– What further guidance areas would be useful?
■ Please email contact@emrsettlement.co.uk with your feedback by
Friday 28 August 2015.
■ We will use this feedback when developing future guidance
documents.
■ We communicated about this guidance via EMRC54.
https://emrsettlement.co.uk/documents/2015/08/emr-circular-54-calculationsupplier-demand-emr-charging-guidance-now-published-emrs-website.pdf

What is coming up?

What should you be aware of for the future?

Application window for Green
Excluded Electricity

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

*

Dec

(CFD)

Green Excluded Electricity volume
taken into account in the next
quarterly reconciliation
Apr 2016

Jan

*

Energy Intensive
Industries
1 Oct 2015

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

*
Operational Cost
Levy revised for
the Financial
Year 2016-17
1 Apr 2016

* LCCC determine the Interim Levy Rate and Total Reserve Amount
September 2015 confirms Q4 – Jan-Mar 2016
December 2015 confirms Q5 – Apr-Jun 2016
March 2016 confirms Q6 – Jul-Sept 2016
June 2016 confirms Q7 – Oct-Dec 2016
September 2016 confirms Q8 – Jan-Mar 2017
December 2016 confirms Q9 – Apr-Jun 2017

Jun

*

Jul

Aug

Sep

*

Oct

Nov

Dec

*

Interim Rate Payment,
Reserve Payment, Credit
Cover and Reconciliation to
commence during 2016

Jan

What should you be aware of for the future?

(CM)

Settlement Costs Levy
Lodge Credit Cover
revised for the 2015-16
Sep 2016
Late March 2016
Schedule of
Credit Cover
issued
29 Jul 2016

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Prequalification
Results Day for TA
and T-4 2019
25 Sep 2016

Nov

Dec

Jan

Feb

Auction
Results Day
for T-4 2019
and TA

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Submit forecast of Net
Demand for Capacity
Market Supplier Charge
1 Jun 2016

Settlement Costs Levy
schedule for 2016-17
Late Mar 2016

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Jan

First TA Delivery Year
Capacity Market Supplier
Charge commences
1 Oct 2016

EMR Settlement website
■ EMR Settlement website
– http://emrsettlement.co.uk/
– Keep updated via our website
by checking our News and
our Calendar for key dates

– Sign up to our EMR Circular
– Sign up to our ELEXON
Newscast (ELEXON website)
■ All queries
– contact@emrsettlement.co.uk
– 020 7380 4333

